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a brief survey, asking the class to vote on their
favourite method of accessing the news. Then
brainstorm the names of some news sources.

Age: Adult / Young adult
Level: Intermediate and above
Length: 45–60 minutes
Language Focus: Key vocabulary associated

Teaching tip: You can exploit student

with newspapers and the news

answers for further language work by asking them

Skills: Listening, speaking

to give reasons for their choice. If they simply say

Materials: One copy of the worksheet per

‘internet’ as their first choice – offering just a one-

student. If possible, a selection of newspapers

word answer – ask them to give more information.

(either in English or the local language) – a

You may also want to correct any errors at this

variety of tabloids and broadsheets

stage that may be useful for the whole class. For

Aims: To provide students with the language

example, if a student says, ‘I listen the radio,’

needed to discuss aspects of the news media

elicit the correct form from other students.
3

Ask students to work individually to complete
Exercise 1b, then compare their answers in pairs
before checking the answers with the whole class.

4

For Exercise 2a, first ask students to read through the
questions carefully. Then ask them to listen to the
recording and note down the answers. The British
and American flags are there to remind students
which woman is speaking, if they lose track (Jessica =
American accent, Erica = British accent). Check
progress and, if necessary, play the recording again.
Students should compare their answers in pairs,
before going through the answers as a whole class.

Ninety per cent of the time, speakers of English use
just 7,500 words in speech and writing. These words
appear in the Macmillan Dictionary in red and are
graded with stars. One-star words are frequent,
two-star words are more frequent and three-star
words are the most frequent. ‘Language for’ lessons
are based on red words and encourage students to
improve their English through communicative tasks
using collocation and commonly used phrases.
1

2

To introduce the topic, write the word
‘newspaper’ on the board. Ask students what
information they would normally find in a
newspaper and elicit suggestions. Make a list
on the board: news, weather forecast, sports
results, TV programmes, advertisements, problem
pages, letters, travel, fashion, puzzles, cartoons,
photographs, business news, etc.
Ask students to work individually to complete
the first part of the warmer (Exercise 1a), then
ask them to compare their order with a partner.
Listen to their suggestions with the whole class.
Find out which of the five methods is the most
popular and which is the least popular by doing
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Now, introduce the terms broadsheet and tabloid.
Ask if students know the meaning of these two words
in relation to newspapers. Refer to examples brought
in if possible. Ask students what the differences are
(apart from size). In the UK, these traditionally are:
-	
Broadsheets: longer articles; fewer pictures;
analysis; serious articles; longer headlines;
more focus on business, world news and current
affairs; intellectual in outlook
-	
Tabloids: shorter articles; simple text; lots of
pictures; lighter articles with less analysis;
shorter headlines; more focus on celebrity
news; sensational stories
Also here elicit the meaning of bias. Explain that
news sources are typically ‘biased’ towards one
1
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What are red words?

Teacher’s Notes

talking about the news
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5

Before playing the recording again, ask students
to read through the eight sentences in Exercise
2b first. Elicit suggestions for words that might go
in the gaps. Then play the recording so students
can check if their predictions were correct and,
if not, write down the correct words. Ask them to
compare their answers in pairs, then check their
answers as a class.

6

Students work in pairs to complete Exercise 2c,
then check answers with the whole class.
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Ask students to work individually to answer the
questions in Exercise 3, then get them to pair up
and practice asking and answering the questions
with each other.

8

Divide students into pairs for Exercise 4 (these
can be the same or different pairs to the previous
exercise) to discuss the question. Monitor while
they are working, then ask students to report
some of their answers to the whole class.

9

Ask students to work individually to think about
their reactions to the statements in Exercise 5.
Encourage them to write notes if necessary.
Then ask them to work in pairs or small groups
to discuss the five statements. Ask each pair or
group to report back to the class. Make sure they
don’t simply say ‘We agree’ or ‘We disagree’ but
give reasons for their opinions.
Alternatively, divide the class up into five groups,
assigning each group one statement to discuss. Set
a time limit (5–10 minutes) for discussion, then
put the students into new, mixed groups with at
least one person from each of the original groups in
each new group. Students should then discuss what
they concluded about their statement with their
new groupmates. Monitor and assist as necessary.
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particular political party/viewpoint and use the
examples brought in/mentioned earlier to elicit
who/what they favour.

Teacher’s Notes

talking about the news
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Transcript

talking about the news
Jessica: Seriously, Erica: does anyone actually read newspapers anymore?
Erica:	Yes, of course! If I’m going on a long train journey, for example, I usually buy a newspaper or a magazine
to read. I prefer that to staring at a little screen for hours. I also enjoy doing the crossword. How about you,
Matt? What do you think?
Matt:	I agree. I also enjoy buying a serious newspaper at weekends when I’ve got time to read all the sections,
especially features about the arts and travel.
Jessica:	But you wouldn’t buy a newspaper to find out the latest news, would you? I mean, it’s out of date as soon
as it’s printed. I can get breaking news on my mobile devices twenty-four hours a day!
Matt:	Of course it’s quicker and more up-to-date on the internet or via a news app on your phone, but you
get more detailed news reports in a newspaper. You also find serious articles written by well-informed
journalists discussing politics, the environment, economics, technology and so on.
Jessica:	Serious articles? In tabloid newspapers?! They just run stories about celebrities with lots of photos. I
wouldn’t call that serious!
Matt:	No, of course I’m not talking about tabloids. I mean serious broadsheet newspapers. The ones that have a
good coverage of important news and lots of features.
Erica:	Although the problem with some newspapers is that they are biased. I try not to read articles that have a
strong political bias, either to the right or to the left. I prefer articles that take a balanced view.
Matt:	So do I, but news websites can be biased too. I also enjoy news reports from other countries. That would
be my dream job by the way: being a foreign correspondent based in somewhere exotic … and warm!
Jessica:	Well, I suppose I have to admit that I do pick up a newspaper from time to time, especially one of the free
newspapers you get at the railway stations. I usually only have time to read the headlines though.
Matt:	I read the headlines too, but if I see a headline I’m interested in, I usually read the whole article carefully.
Erica:	Me too but I guess my favourite features in newspapers are the film and music reviews. I read those every
week to find out which films the critics are recommending and which music I should listen to.
Jessica:	OK. You’ve convinced me! I’m off to Scotland tomorrow. Which newspaper should I buy to read on the
train? I want one with lots of news and …
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Worksheet

talking about the news
Warmer

   
a.

Where do you find out about the latest news stories? Put the news sources in the box below in order
from 1 (use most often) to 5 (use least often).
radio

television

computer/tablet

mobile phone

newspaper

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
What are the names of some news sources (newspapers, apps, TV news channels) that you know?

Match the words on the left with those on the right to make two-word phrases.
1. breaking		

a. report

2. news		

b. review

3. sports		

c. page

4. problem		

d. strip

5. political		

e. column

6. cartoon		

f. results

7. film		

g. bias

8. gossip		

h. news
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Worksheet

talking about the news
Listening
a.

Listen to the dialogue and choose the correct person for each question.

Matt

Jessica

Erica

1. Who enjoys reading newspapers on a long train journey?
2. Who buys a serious newspaper at weekends?
3. Who gets breaking news on their mobile phone 24 hours a day?
4. Who doesn’t like reading articles with a strong political bias?
5. Whose dream job is to be a foreign correspondent?
6. Who is planning to buy a newspaper to read on the train to Scotland tomorrow?
Listen again and write in the missing words
1. At weekends, Matt usually has time to read all the

of the newspaper.

2. News is out of date as soon as it’s
3. You get more detailed news

.
in a newspaper.

4. You also get serious articles written by well-informed

.

5. Some newspapers have a strong political

.

6. Erica prefers articles that take a

view.

7. Jessica only has time to read the

.

8. Erica likes to find out which films the
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are recommending.
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c.

Match the words from the text (1–10) with definitions (a–j).
1. feature

a. a newspaper or television reporter who is based in another country

2. up-to-date

b. the title of a newspaper story that is printed in large letters

3. celebrity

c. an unfair preference

4. journalist

d. a newspaper article that concentrates on a particular subject

5. foreign correspondent

e. a famous person, especially in entertainment

6. tabloid

8. bias

f. an article in which a critic gives his or her opinion about a play,
book, film, etc.
g. a newspaper with fairly small pages that mostly contains stories
about famous people and not much news
h. considering all arguments, opinions or aspects fairly and equally

9. balanced

i. the very latest / the newest

10. review

j. someone whose job is to report the news

7. headline

3

Worksheet

talking about the news

Language in use

Answer the questions. Think of answers that are true for you. Then work with a partner. Ask and answer
the questions.
a. What is your favourite news source? Why do you like it?
b. Are there any types of news you never read? Why don’t you read about them?
c. Do you enjoy reading about celebrities? Why? Why not?
d. Do you enjoy reading film and music reviews? Why? Why not?
e. What sections of a newspaper are the most interesting?
f. Which are the most popular newspapers in your country? Do they have a political bias? If so, what is it?
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Worksheet

talking about the news
Communicate

   
Work with a partner. Tell your partner about three important news stories that happened during the
last week.

5

Discussion

Read these statements. Decide whether you agree or disagree with them. Think of reasons for your
answers. Then discuss your answers with a partner or in a small group.
1. Now that we have the internet, there is no need for printed newspapers.
2. News reports are always biased.
3. It is more comfortable to read a newspaper or a magazine than stare at the news on a little screen.
4. Newspapers no longer have any influence over people’s opinions.
5. The news is always negative.
Red Words

balanced*

problem***

feature***

print***

headline**

political***

up-to-date*

report (noun)***

critic***

cartoon*

celebrity*

journalist**

news***

review***

correspondent*

bias**

page***

column***
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section***

